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Abstract: Kikindska Suvaca the dry mill for grinding grain using a work horse and 

one of two remaining in the entire Pannonia. Declared the immovable cultural 

heritage of great importance for the Republic of Serbia. It was built 1899.godine, 

the work was stopped in 1945. It consists of three components: drive space, the 

space of the mill and the miller rooms. The main building has a drive space with a 

pyramidal roof and there is a boot device millstone. Structurally it is a multi-

faceted pyramid which is located a large round, ranging around 15 m1, about 

45m1 volume and height is 8.50 m1 and secured with 12 spokes on the central 

cylindrical shaft mounted vertically, which is called ,, popa,,. The roof structure is 

made of wood covered with tile. The roof 14 relies on low stubby columns of baked 

bricks are internally and externally plastered with lime mortar of a width of 60 cm 

height of 1.85 m1, with wedding gowns and tie rods in the top of the timber, 

carrying the crest and rafters over wooden columns and horizontals. The walls of 

the rest of the charge and of unfired adobe bricks  were plastered with mortar 

made of clay and chaff. Review of the structure and static checking of all elements 

of the wooden roof construction and artisan structures, brick walls and the 

foundation has been established that it is in relatively good condition. All this 

damage does not threaten the basic safety and stability of the building, but it is 

necessary as soon as possible to carry out repair works on that subject would 

continue to deteriorate. 
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1. Introduction – Technical description of the existing object  

         The Kikinda suvača is one of the two remaining in the entire Pannonia, and in 1951 it 

was placed under the protection of the State and proclaimed a immovable cultural property 

of great importance for the Republic of Serbia. It was built in 1899, it was put into 

operation in 1945. It is located on the corner of Nemanjina and Moravska Street at k.8268, 

in the western part of the town of Kikinda(Fig.1). 

It consists of three connected parts: the drive area, the mill room and the miller's room. 

Suvača is a dry mill that uses live labor for grinding millets. Motivating power are horses, 

which put into operation a grinding device. 
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The main building is a drive area and it is made up of a pyramidal roof unit and there is a 

device for starting a millstone. In a constructive sense, it is a multipurpose pyramid where 

a large wheel is located, the range is about 15 m and the height is about 8.50 m. The roof 

structure is wooden covered with pepper tile. The roof rests on 14 low-pitched piles of 

baked bricks. Between the columns-walls the space is fenced with wooden fence, and on 

the south side there are doors for entering the horse in the souche. The drive area is a large 

wheel, a range of about 14m1 and a circumference of 45m1, fixed with 12 paws for the 

central cylindrical shaft mounted vertically, which is called "popa". At the edge of the car 

are wooden teeth, the gear system transfers energy to two pairs of stones for melting. From 

the top of the pope there are twelve paws that carry the paws and the edge of the wheel 

with gears. The lower part of the "pope" is chained, the shaft of the hinges lies in a metal 

deposit called paprika in a stable stone surface. The upper part of the pope is narrowed in 

the rolling neck. The seat is fixed between two horizontal beams, which are two hinges for 

the high the roof. On one side of this bearing is a lever-tongue, fixed only on one side for 

horizontal beams. The second part of the tongue can easily be lifted and the neck "pope" 

can be lifted by means of a rope - a "rope" that passes over the roller on the top of the roof 

structure and pulls out the tongue from the top of the pope. So, the pop, together with the 

wheel, can be turned to the free side for the introduction of the horse in the wheel. The mill 

space is a rectangular base with a roof of two water, lower than the roof of the courtyard, 

covered with pepper tile. The floor is from the crowded land. The walls are on the one side 

and on the other side of the brick. The devices for the grinding machine are placed on a 

horizontal slanted construction that is carried by six vertical wooden stubs that lift the part 

by 1.60 m1 from the floor. In the upper part of the room there are two pairs of stones for 

melting. Above are the bins for cereals, and under the boxes with sits through which the 

flour, bite and bran are sown. The Melinarev apartment is under the same double-deck roof 

as the mill space, and it makes one whole. Now it's just one large room, while he used to 

have a kitchen and a pantry. The floor is from a crowded land, and the walls are filled with 

bulk or brick. Above the mill room and over half a mills, there is a attic with planks over 

the bed. The south wall is a single wooden window on the mill and a wooden door, and on 

the mill-room there are two double-faced wooden windows. On the north wall of the 

miller's room there is a two-winged wooden window. The main supporting columns-the 

walls of the drive pyramidal part are made of full baked bricks, 60 cm wide, both sides and 

externally and plastered with lime plaster, 1.85 m high, with wedding dresses and tassels in 

the top of timber , which carry reefs and horns roof over wooden stairs and horizontals. 

The roof is under a slope of about 40º. The roof structure at the height of the "pop" of the 

main pillar has two limbs and corneas between the ridge. All ridges are connected in the 

top through the peak circle into one whole, and there is also a small tip that carries a wheel 

for pulling out the tongue so that the "popa" can be knocked down for the entrance of the 

horse. The roof construction over the mill and the mill is a two-seater a horn-type horn 

system at the top. The fall of the roof is about 40º. The dumb bellers are leaning on the 

outer walls and have perches, from the north side 40cm, from the south 70cm. The horns, 

through the small staircase system, become more comfortable on the wedding dresses and 

the edges of the abandoned roofs, so that the roof has a roof for the width of the slopes. 

Walls from cartilage and unpainted bricks are made of plaster and weeds. The depth of 

foundation foundation is min Df = 0.60m1 in a layer of dusty clay. The facility was 

inspected in June 2013. 
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Fig. 1. Photos dry mills appearance, the roof wooden structure with pillar ,,popa,, i craft 

wooden structure 

 

2. State and description of the object of the object 

          First of all, the model of the construction of the Tower in the Tower 6 program was 

designed to facilitate load loading and insight into the impact on the structure, to better 

understand the force in roof elements, attics, and woodworking of the circular mechanism, 

force and voltage in the walls and underlying couplings. The loaded loads are: permanent 

from the roof cover and the construction itself, occasional from snow and wind loads and 

exceptionally from seismic. 

Roof and Roof Structure: The roof construction of the roof is in good condition. According 

to some replaced elements, it is possible to replace some of the worn out elements of the 

roof structure at one time. By static check all roof elements: crevices, posrg horns, posvc 

wedges, poszc wedges, posh horizons, posRs crusts, posrosh cornea, small horns - horns of 

the posRg1 mill, a small rasp-posRs1 mill satisfy a detailed static check on all loads. The 

paving and paving roofs are partially damaged, and damaged and broken tiles and tiles 

need to be replaced as soon as possible so as not to damage the wooden construction of the 

roof(Fig.2). 

          Construction of the attic: the inspection looks like it is in good condition because 

there are no significant cracks or gaps in the ceiling. Static inspection satisfies the wooden 

elements of the ceiling: damping posT1 and posT2, beam rooms posGr for permanent and 

occasional loadings of the attic. 

          The construction of the crankshaft: the inspection shows that it is in good condition 

except the main pillar "pope", which is with a large vertical crevice to be repaired - filled. 

The static check satisfies all the wooden elements of the revolving drive part: paws or 

horizontal shafts, posKos stems, main posPop pillar, for permanent and occasional vertical 

loads of the rotary mechanism. The metal mill mechanism itself was not the subject of this 

static check. 

          Walls: there are no cracks in the walls. Basically there are parts with cracked or 

discharged mortar, both mortar and coating, as well as broken mortar, mainly at the top of 

brick pillars in the part of the pyramidal drive part. In the walls of bullets and crumbs in 

the mill and mill mill, plaster and clay plaster was mostly cut off, mostly outside. Static 

walls satisfy their thicknesses for vertical and seismic loads, which is confirmed by 

budgetary check. It is not necessary to introduce new walls or masonry pillars. 

Basic construction: the assumed depth of foundation foundation is min Df = 0.60m1 

in a layer of dust clay. The assumed allowed voltage is Gmah = 100KN / m². They are 

based on baked bricks and the assumption is that they are of the same width as the walls 

themselves. The examination shows that the walls are waterproofed to the foundations that 

moisture does not sink along the walls. 
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Fig. 2. Photos of damage  pillar ,,popa, short walls of baked bricks and walls of adobe 

bricks 

 

          There is no noticeable cracks in the bottom of the walls to the foundations, which 

indicates that the foundations are stable and without cracks. By static check after building the 

model of the building in Tower 6, the effects from the load on the foundation of the object 

were obtained(Fig.3). A static check of the bearing capacity of the ground underneath the 

foundation was made, and on the basis of the bearing capacity of the ground it is a conclusion 

that the foundations are satisfactory because the loads for permanent and occasional and the 

wind load are less stressed on the ground than allowed. No intervention is required on the 

foundations. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Model dry mills and static impacts the roof, craft and  ceiling construction  and  

reactions based 

 

3. Construction and reconstruction measures of static constructive 

         On the roof structure: No intervention is necessary on the elements of the roof 

structure. It is only necessary to replace the old lath and the damaged pepper tile. 

         On the attic construction: No intervention is required on the attic construction, except 

the introduction of a wooden staircase to the wall between the rooms of the mill and the 

room for the support of the beam that goes over the room and carries those dumbbells 

above the room. The inner wall is just off the shaft of the beam with a width of 50 cm wide 

at 12 cm wide. Therefore, a pillar of 14/14 cm should be placed beneath the beam to bear 

the beam that visibly crossed over that narrowed wall. On the bottom side, find the 

foundation of a wall that has remained wide as the previous wall and rely on the wooden 

column. 

         On a craft drive: No intervention is necessary on the elements of the construction of 

the plant except the main pillar "pope", which is with a large vertical crevice up to 2 cm 
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wide to be repaired - fill with an epoxy resin mixture (such as Sikadur 31 CF Normal) . 

The filler must be a repair two-component adhesive based on epoxy resins that is not 

leaking and convenient to work on surfaces above the head. not to leak. It is also important 

to cure without shrinkage, that it does not need a primer and that it has good mechanical 

strength, and that it may have viscosity to fill such a narrow crack. Fill the crack from the 

bottom of the cracks to the top and when the hardening epoxy filling "squeeze" is to be 

level with the pillar. 

         On the walls: An object model in Tower 6 was created in order to get the overall 

vertical load and total seismic load at the level of the foundation in the easiest way 

possible(Fig.4a and Fig.4b). By calculating the main tensile stress at the ground level, a 

much lower value than the allowed is obtained, because the walls are sufficiently massive, 

although the roof is quite high. 

         Since all cracks are up to 10mm, there is no need to do any reinforcement or 

reinforcement of the cracks. 

         The washed mortar should be cleaned and re-plastered with the same, lime or clay.It 

is not permitted to clear all the cracks at the same time without successively removing 

them, in order to avoid any subsequent damage. On the foundations: No intervention is 

required on the foundation structure. Conclusion: The construction of the suave is in 

relatively good condition. It is necessary to fill the longitudinal crevice in the main pillar 

"popi"; remove worn mortar on the walls and replace it with new ones; Add a new wooden 

pillar. 

 
Fig. 4a. Control of seismic stability of the building and control capacity of the soil under 

the foundation on the inside wall; replace the worn lath and the damaged tile and the dry 

mill function (of course, if the metal mechanism for rotating the millstone is correct).  
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Fig. 4b. All these damages do not jeopardize the basic safety and stability of the facility, 

but it is necessary to perform reconstruction works as soon as possible so that the facility 

will not be further deteriorated. 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. Basis dry mills before a rehabilitation. 
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     Remedial measures: Fill the crack to "pop", repair the mortar on the walls of baked 

and baked bricks and add a new wooden pillar beneath the beam(Fig.5 and Fig.6). 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Recovery procedures: the crack to ,,popa,,,, repair the plaster on the walls of  baked 

and unbaked brick and add new wooden pillar underneath the ceiling beam 

 

The facility was rehabilitated according to the project at the end of 2015 and at the 

beginning of 2016 with the contractor PD ,, Koto ,, from Belgrade, with the supervision of 

the Institute for the Protection of Monuments(Figs. 7, Fig.8a  and Fig.8b).  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 7. Rehabilitation of the roof 
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Fig. 8a. Photos remediation short walls 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8b. Photos remediation short walls 

 

          

 

 

  


